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September 19, 2018

TO: Michael Fuller   Attorney

EXAMINEE: Britt Storkson
DATE OF EXAMINATION: September 18th,2018
LOCATION: Clackamas
MY FILE NO.: A2018-51
PROCEDURE: I used an LX4000 five-channel computerized instrument with a motion sensor.

PRE-TEST INTERVIEW: I met with Mr. Storkson ( examinee ) and explained how the directed lie
statement form exam would be conducted. I asked him what incidents were most memorable to
him. He stated, in the four years he worked for Google there were four incidents that he wanted
to relate. He stated one time a supervisor came to a meeting extremely intoxicated. Another time,
an employee told people in a meeting about sexual activities he was going to have with another
employee. On another occasion he was shown a sex toy at work without his consent, and on a
separate occasion , a supervisor unbuttoned and unzipped his pants in front of him in a meeting
room. I advised him the exam worked best if we just focused on two incidents,and advised him
the two in which physical  actions  occurred would be the best.  I  asked him if  he was being
completely truthful regarding the sex toy and undoing the pants? He stated he was. I advised him
to write two short succinct completely truthful statements regarding those incidents.
 Mr. Storkson wrote the following statements: 1) While working at Google in a meeting room my
supervisor deliberately unzipped his pants directly in front of me.
2)While working at Google a co-worker demonstrated a working male sex toy to me without my
consent.

 He then signed the bottom of the form. I read the statements back to him and asked him
if that is what he wanted to say, and he stated it was. I then asked him some basic health
questions. He denied any drug or alcohol use and denied being in any physical pain or
discomfort.

It was my opinion that this examinee was a suitable candidate for a polygraph examination.

EXAMINATION: I obtained a calibration chart. I obtained additional charts addressing the issue.
All questions were thoroughly reviewed with the examinee before beginning the examination.
The examinee agreed that the questions were fair and clear, and the examinee agreed to continue.
Questions about the issue were as follows.

5) Did you lie about anything in those staements you just wrote?   Answer: No
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7) Are those statements you just wrote the complete truth?   Answer: Yes

Charts were evaluated using both manual scoring and computer analysis.

RESULT: Pass

POST-TEST INTERVIEW: I asked Mr. Storkson if he had any problems during the exam and he
stated only with the questions he was told to lie to.

Submitted by:

C.W. Bryant, General Licensed Polygraph Examiner
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